Motivated by processes occurring during CO 2 sequestration in an underground saline aquifer, we examine two-dimensional convection in a finite-depth porous medium induced by a solute introduced at the upper boundary. Once dissolved, the solute concentration is assumed to decay via a first-order chemical reaction, restricting the depth over which solute can penetrate the domain. Using spectral and asymptotic methods, we explore the resulting convective mixing using linear stability analysis, computation of nonlinear steady solution branches and time-dependent simulations, as a function of Rayleigh number, Damköhler number and domain size. Long-wave eigenmodes show how deep recirculation can be driven by a shallow solute field while explicit approximations are derived for the growth of short-wave eigenmodes. Steady solution branches undergo numerous secondary bifurcations, forming an intricate network of mixed states. Although many of these states are unstable, some play an important role in organising the phase space of time-dependent states, providing approximate bounds for time-averaged mixing rates.
Introduction
The concentration of CO 2 in the atmosphere has increased by approximately a third since the 1850s, and is currently increasing by 0.46% per year (Lal 2008) , making it a focus of international concern. The principal reason for this increase is the burning of fossil fuels, with the power and industry sectors combined accounting for approximately 60% of total CO 2 emissions (IPCC 2005) . Storage of CO 2 in underground geological formations is a potential means of limiting greenhouse gas emissions to the atmosphere while continuing the use of fossil fuels (IPCC 2005) . Storage takes place through structural, residual and solubility trapping over short and intermediate timescales, and through the reaction of CO 2 with minerals in the storage site over geological time periods. However a number of factors are delaying the large-scale deployment of carbon sequestration, including uncertainties about surface leakage over long periods (Lemieux 2011) . There is therefore considerable current interest in understanding the fundamental physical and chemical mechanisms involved in long-term CO 2 storage.
When supercritical CO 2 is injected into an underground aquifer, dissolution in brine causes an increase in the density of the CO 2 -rich brine. The resulting convection enhances mixing Hassanzadeh et al. 2007; Neufeld et al. 2010) , reducing reservoir mixing times from thousands to hundreds of years (Backhaus et al. 2011) . To investigate this process, researchers have drawn on, and significantly extended, the substantial literature on Rayleigh-Bénard convection in porous media. Recent attention has focussed on the onset time of convection following the introduction of solute from an upper surface (Riaz et al. 2005; Ghesmat et al. 2009; Slim & Ramakrishnan 2010; Andres & Cardoso 2011; Kim & Choi 2012) and the asymptotic transport properties of high-Rayleigh-number convection (Otero et al. 2004; Neufeld et al. 2010; Hidalgo et al. 2012; Hewitt et al. 2012 Hewitt et al. , 2013 . Associated experiments have exploited the analogy between porous-medium flow (described most simply by the Darcy equation coupled to a solute transport equation) and flow in a Hele-Shaw cell (Hartline & Lister 1977; Backhaus et al. 2011; Kneafsey & Pruess 2010; Neufeld et al. 2010; Slim et al. 2013) .
The chemical interaction between CO 2 and brine is complex, with a sequence of reactions taking place leading to acidification and ultimately to a reaction with the host rock. The reaction timescales span many orders of magnitude (Mitchell et al. 2010) , which makes great demands of computational studies that attempt to integrate flow and chemistry. This has motivated fundamental studies where chemistry is represented in a highly simplified manner, either as a first-order reaction (where the dissolved CO 2 reacts with an abundant substrate; Andres & Cardoso (2011) ) or a second-order reaction (where the substrate may be depleted at the leading edge of the advancing solute field; Ennis- King & Paterson (2007) ; Ghesmat et al. (2009) ). Related studies, addressing the effect of chemical reaction on Rayleigh-Taylor instability, have employed nonlinear reaction terms that allow for chemical front propagation (De Wit 2001 , 2004 . It is well established that consumption of dissolved CO 2 prevents the solute from penetrating deep into the underlying fluid and delays the onset of convection (Ennis-King & Paterson 2007) . However the resulting convective flows remain poorly characterised.
In the present study, we consider two-dimensional porous-medium convection in the presence of a first-order reaction. This is typically described by three parameters (a Rayleigh number, a Damköhler number and the domain aspect ratio), although two parameters suffice for sufficiently deep layers (Andres & Cardoso 2011) or for sufficiently shallow ones (as we show below). We keep the description of the chemistry deliberately simple in order to understand how a linear reaction term influences the structure of the resulting dynamical system. We regard this as a valuable precursor to studies involving multiple interacting chemical species and we deliberately address a canonical problem with minimal parameterization. We focus first on computing steady solutions and their stability, comparing the structure of primary and secondary solution branches to the reaction-free case in a box of finite depth (Riley & Winters 1990 , 1991 . We then show how the pattern of steady solutions provides a framework for understanding longterm mixing processes at high Rayleigh number when the system is inherently unsteady. Numerous physical features of real porous media are neglected, including heterogeneity and disorder (Bestehorn & Firoozabadi 2012; Ranganathan et al. 2012) , anisotropy of the medium , hydrodynamic dispersion of the solute, capillary trapping (Hesse et al. 2008) , chemically-induced permeability or porosity changes (either through dissolution or precipitation reactions) (Luquot & Gouze 2009 ) and threedimensionality (Pau et al. 2010) .
We consider a planar domain with the solute concentration held constant at the upper surface. Previous studies have focused on the stability of the thickening boundary layer (Andres & Cardoso 2011; Ghesmat et al. 2009 ); here we examine the stability of the horizontally uniform no-flow steady state for a wide range of Damköhler numbers. The model and the methods that we use to analyse the problem are outlined in §2. We then present results of a linear stability analysis ( § 3) and derive asymptotic approximations of the short-wave and long-wave cut-off eigenmodes arising at high Rayleigh number. For linear and nonlinear simulations we use a numerical method with spectral accuracy in space; arc-length continuation and numerical bifurcation tracking demonstrate how mode interactions lead to an intricate network of mixed-mode states ( § 4). Finally ( § 5) we consider the time-evolution of the system, showing that the unsteady flux of solvent into the system fluctuates between values associated with a subset of the steady states.
Model and Methods
We consider the dissolution of a solute in a two dimensional homogeneous porous medium. We assume that the solute undergoes a first-order A→B reaction, where species A (but not B) increases solution density, and that the substrate of the reaction remains abundant (i.e. its concentration is sufficiently large for any changes to have negligible effect on reaction rates, an approximation that can be expected to fail at very large times). The equations governing this system are the continuity equation, Darcy's law and the convection-diffusion-reaction equation:
are the concentration of the species A dissolved in the solution, pressure, velocity and gradient operator respectively. The parameters K, µ, D, ϕ, α, g and ∆ are respectively the medium permeability, solvent viscosity, solute diffusion coefficient, medium porosity, reaction rate of the solute, acceleration due to gravity and the density increase per unit concentration of solute. (With suitable adjustments to parameters, we can also use (2.1) to describe a reacting solute in a vertical Hele-Shaw cell.) We assume the solution density is linear in C * and that ∆ is sufficiently small to apply the Boussinesq approximation. Equations (2.1) are defined on a domain with horizontal length L and vertical depth 2H, i.e. x ∈ [0, L] and z ∈ [−H, H]. The initial solute distribution is assumed known, with C * =Ĉ * and u * =û * at time t * = 0. Equations (2.1) are subject to the boundary and initial conditions
According to (2.2), the solute concentration is held at a constant valueC * at the upper boundary and there is no flux of solute across the lower and lateral boundaries.
Equations (2.1) are non-dimensionalized using (
3a) 3b) subject to the boundary and initial conditions
where L = L/H is the aspect ratio of the box. The Rayleigh and Damköhler numbers are defined here as
As a result, (2.3, 2.4) produce a system dependent on Ra, Da, and L.
, the time taken for the solute to diffuse across the box is comparable to the reaction time. For sufficiently large RaDa, however, we may expect the domain depth to have negligible influence on the convection. To describe this deep-domain case, we introduce the H -independent parameters
with which we define the new variables (
Equations (2.7, 2.8) depend only upon the parameters β and Λ; a similar reduction was employed by Andres & Cardoso (2011) .
Alternatively, for RaDa 1, solute diffuses rapidly across the domain. Defining 9) and considering the limit RaDa 1 Ra with γ = O(1), we can set (C − 1,Ĉ − 1) = RaDa(C,C), (u,û) = RaDa(ũ,ũ), p = z + RaDap, t = Rat, so that (2.3, 2.4) become, to leading order in RaDa,
w(x, −1, t) = 0,w(x, 1, t) = 0, (2.11b)
This nonlinear shallow-layer version of the problem is parameterized by γ and L; because the concentration field is nearly uniform, the chemical reaction term in (2.10b) follows zeroth-order, rather than first-order, kinetics. We define the Sherwood number, Sh, a dimensionless measure of the solute flux per unit length across the upper boundary, by
The corresponding dimensional flux per unit length is (ϕDC * /H) Sh; when Sh is proportional to Ra, the dimensional net flux is independent of molecular diffusivity D. The total mass of dissolved solute,
(2.13)
The mean square concentration, obtained by multiplying (2.3a) by C and integrating over the domain, satisfies
14)
where
Multiplying (2.3a) by u and integrating over the domain implies
(2.15) Identities (2.13-2.15) provide useful computational validation. In the deep-domain and shallow-layer cases we define 16) where Sh = Sh √ RaDa/β = RaDaSh.
Linear stability of the no-flow steady solution
Equations (2.3, 2.4) admit the no-flow steady solution 17) for which Sh = √ RaDa tanh(2 √ RaDa). We investigate small disturbances to this state of the form 18b) where σ and k are the growth rate and wavenumber of perturbations respectively; we assume k = nπ/L for n = 1, 2, 3, . . . to ensure disturbances fit within the domain, and allow σ to be complex. Writing (2.3a) in terms of the stream function ψ, such that ψ z = u and ψ x = −w, eliminating the pressure and linearising about the base state, gives 19b) subject to the boundary conditions
This is an eigenvalue problem for σ = σ(k, Ra, Da). We define Ra c (Da) as the smallest Ra satisfying σ(k, Ra, Da) = 0 for any k.
In the deep-domain case (RaDa 1, see (2.7, 2.8)), for which we might expect the solution to be confined to a boundary layer at the top of the domain, the base state plus perturbations are 21b) with σ=σ Ra/β 2 , ψ 1 = βψ 1 and k =k √ RaDa. Linearising in C 1 and ψ 1 , we obtain from (2.7, 2.8)
22a)
This gives an eigenvalue problem for σ =σ (k , β). We define β c as the smallest β for any k for which σ (k , β) = 0. When RaDa 1 with γ = O(1) (see (2.9)), vertical diffusion dominates reaction and the solute can penetrate to the base of the domain, the problem reducing to (2.10, 2.11). The steady state is almost uniform with a small parabolic deviation due to reaction, with C 0 = 1 2 (z − 3)(z + 1). Then, setting σ =σ/Ra, (2.19) becomes, to leading order,
with boundary conditions analogous to (2.20). The reaction term affects the base state but not the perturbations in (2.23). We define γ c as the smallest γ for any k for which σ(k, γ) = 0.
Numerical Methods
The linear stability problem (2.19, 2.20) was solved numerically using a spectral method. C and ψ were approximated in z as a sum of N Chebyshev polynomials and the governing equations were evaluated at the Chebyshev collocation points k j = cos ((2j − 1)π/(2N )), for j =1...N, yielding an eigenvalue problem of the form
for some 2N ×2N matrices A and B. The spectral accuracy of the approximation was verified by comparison with the exact solution for k = 0, namely σ = −π 2 /(16Ra) − Da. The problems (2.22, 2.23) were addressed in a similar manner.
The nonlinear equations (2.3) and (2.7) subject to relevant boundary conditions were also solved using a spectral method (Trefethen 2000; Boyd 2001) , using N Chebyshev polynomials (satisfying the vertical boundary conditions) in z and a truncated cosine and sine series (using M modes) for C and ψ respectively in x. The problem was formulated as follows. Equations (2.3a) imply that ∇ 2 p = C z , with boundary conditions (2.4b) becoming p z (x, ±1, t) = C(x, ±1, t). To specify a unique solution, we imposed the additional constraint 1 −1 L 0 p dx dz = 0, allowing the pressure to be considered as a functional of concentration, p = p[C]. Thus (2.3a) yields u = u[C], making (2.3b) a nonlinear evolution equation for C. Steady solutions (C s , ψ s ) were obtained using Newton's method, yielding the concentration at each of the N × M collocation points with spectral accuracy; the Crank-Nicholson method was employed to evolve the solution in time.
The linear stability of a steady solution (C s , ψ s ) was calculated by forming an eigenvalue problem using Chebyshev differentiation operators in the z -direction and cosine and sine series differentiation operators in the x -direction. In particular, the steady state (2.17) in a box of width L yields eigenmodes C (j) 1 which can be labelled by j = 1, 2, 3, . . . according to the number of half-wavelengths of disturbance in the box. As we illustrate for example in figure 10 below, it is helpful to project nonlinear solutions C onto these eigenmodes (evaluated at a chosen Ra and Da in the range of parameters being considered) using
Such projections help reveal the symmetries of nonlinear solution branches. Projecting nonlinear solutions onto eigenmodes evaluated at nearby parameter values gives marginally different curves but does not change the topological relationships or symmetries exhibited by the projections. We used arc-length continuation to determine how nonlinear steady solutions change with a parameter, allowing for solution branches with turning points (Cliffe et al. 2000) . In addition to solving (2.3) and (2.4) at each parameter value using Newton's method, we introduced an arc-length parameter, λ, satisfying
where (Ċ i ,λ i ) is the tangent vector to the solution branch with respect to the stepping parameter at the previous step (C i , λ i ), and δs is the step size. This approach accounts for the curvature of the solution branch and allows continuation around turning points.
Computing the number of unstable eigenvalues along each step of the solution branch also allowed us to locate secondary bifurcations and turning points with respect to a bifurcation parameter. The principle of exchange of stabilities between primary and secondary solution branches, a characteristic feature of transcritical and pitchfork bifurcations, then suggested whether the bifurcation diagram is consistent, and helped determine whether all secondary bifurcations had been found for a given parameter range. At bifurcation points, linear eigenvectors were used to perturb the solution, providing a means of locating the bifurcating solution branch. We verified these numerical techniques by reproducing the bifurcation diagram of the Rayleigh-Bénard problem in a square cavity presented by Riley & Winters (1990) . 
Results: linear stability of the no-flow steady solution
The eigenvalue problem (2.19, 2.20) was solved numerically to obtain the growth rates of perturbations, which were found to satisfy Im(σ) = 0. Figure 1 shows how, for fixed Da, increasing Ra leads to a band of wavenumbers for which perturbations grow. For Da = 0.1, for example, the critical Ra for the onset of instability is Ra c ≈ 41.6.
Neutral stability curves in figure 2(a) illustrate the values of Ra and Da for fixed k at which the onset of linear instability occurs. For parameters above a neutral stability curve, perturbations of that wavenumber are linearly unstable. The neutral stability envelope bounding all such curves, Ra = Ra c (Da), increases like Da −1/2 for Da 1 and like Da for large Da (as demonstrated in figure 2a ). The corresponding wavenumber k c (Da) of neutral modes, satisfying σ(k c , Ra c , Da) = 0, tends to a constant for Da 1 and rises like Da for large Da (figure 2b). The inset to figure 2(b), showing the shape of the concentration profile in the no-flow state, explains this: for low Da, solute gradients extend to the base of the layer and neutral perturbations have wavelength comparable to the layer depth; for large Da, solute gradients are confined to a narrow boundary layer and perturbations correspondingly shrink in wavelength. In the former case, reducing Da makes the concentration profile more uniform, hence increasing Ra c ; in the latter case, increasing Da draws solute out of the domain more rapidly, again increasing Ra c . We find that Ra c is minimized at Da ≈ 0.038, where Ra c ≈ 30.7.
As figure 1 illustrates, for given Da and Ra > Ra c (Da), there are two wavenumbers for which σ = 0 bounding the range of unstable eigenmodes, corresponding to a shortwave and a long-wave neutral mode; these cut-off wavenumbers are represented by the intersections of curves k = constant in the (Da,Ra)-plane (figure 2a). For given k, we find that there is a maximum Da above which longer-wavelength modes are stable; thus larger Da favours modes of shorter wavelength, corresponding to shrinkage of the underlying concentration boundary layer. (dashed, showing (3.9) for Da 1 and (3.1) for RaDa 1), and neutral stability curves for given wavenumbers. Points below the neutral stability envelope are linearly stable. Triangles indicate scaling behaviour. Asterisks show the turning point of the neutral curve for given k with the solid straight line giving the asymptotic approximation (3.3). (b) Critical wavenumber kc(Da) at which linear instability first occurs (solid), showing the asymptotic limits for Da 1 (3.9) and for RaDa 1 (3.1). The inset shows the profiles of the no-flow steady solutions for given Da (circular symbols in the main figure) and Ra = Rac(Da).
number of convection cells in the box). Figure 3 shows the corresponding effect of varying L for fixed n and Da = 0.1. For small L, any mode becomes unstable for sufficiently large Ra, whereas for sufficiently large L lower-order modes (with flatter convection cells) remain linearly stable. For L = π, for example, the box is sufficiently long for mode-1 (single-roll) solutions always to be stable, but higher-order modes bifurcate from the no-flow state in the sequence shown in figure 3 ; low-order modes restabilise when Ra is sufficiently large (because of shrinkage of the underlying concentration boundary layer). Modes j and j + 1 bifurcate simultaneously when L ≈ 0.595π (j = 1) and L ≈ 1.065π (j = 2); below, we will explore how finite-amplitude solution branches interact in the neighbourhood of these crossing points. As expected from figure 1, the lowest value at which any mode becomes unstable is Ra c ≈ 41.6 when Da = 0.1; this threshold is indicated by the solid circular symbols in figure 3.
Deep domain: RaDa 1
To understand the structure of the solutions arising at high Ra, we turn to the stability problem (2.22), governed by the single parameter β, applying in the limit RaDa 1. Figure 4 (a) shows how the growth rate σ depends on wavenumber k in this case: an unstable band of wavenumbers exists for β > β c ≈ 19.9, and the neutral wavenumber at onset (satisfying σ (k c , β c ) = 0) is k c ≈ 1.02. Thus the envelope of neutral curves and critical wavenumbers in figure 2(a,b) asymptote respectively to
This turns out to provide a good estimate for the minimum Ra for stability even when Da = 0.1, as shown in figure 3 . Likewise, we can estimate the domain lengths at which mode n becomes unstable at this minimum Ra, namely points that are indicated with solid squares in figure 3. Thus longer domains or an increase in Da favour a greater number of rolls at onset (as reported previously by Ritchie & Pritchard (2011) ).
In contrast to classical porous medium convection, the neutral curves for fixed wavenumber ( figure 2(a) ) and fixed mode number sitting at Da = k/(β −1 k −1 ). Correspondingly, the turning points of the neutral curves in figure 3 are well approximated by (3.3) with
This provides an explicit prediction of the maximum domain length in which mode n is linearly unstable, and confirms that the turning point arises because of shrinkage of the underlying concentration boundary layer. For large β, figure 4(b) shows the existence of long-and short-wave neutral modes for which k = O(β −1/2 ) and k = O(β 1/2 ) respectively, corresponding to k = O((RaDa 3 ) 1/4 ) and k = O((Ra 3 Da) 1/4 ) respectively. Thus sufficiently far above Ra c in the (log Da, log Ra)-plane (figure 2a), with RaDa 1, curves of constant k intersect with slope -3 and -1/3 (as indicated on figure 2a), representing the long-and short-wave cut-offs respectively. The corresponding eigenmodes for β = 10 4 are illustrated in figure 5 ; recall from (2.21) that the base state is proportional to exp(−z ). The long-wave neutral mode (figure 5a, c) has its concentration perturbation confined to a depth comparable to the base state, but it drives a much deeper recirculating flow which penetrates a distance comparable to the wavelength of the perturbation. In contrast, the short-wave mode ( figure 5b, d) has concentration perturbation and streamfunction that are almost identical, but which are confined to a thin boundary layer that is much shorter than the penetration depth of the base state. These modes illustrate how distinct physical balances can drive instability, which we characterise below.
Further analysis (for details see Appendix B) reveals that σ (k , β) has four distinguished asymptotic limits when β 1, identified as regions Ia, Ib, II and III in Table 1 , two of which capture the neutral modes. In each distinguished limit, the 2-parameter eigenvalue problem (2.22) can be reduced to a distinct 1-parameter problem. In the overlaps between these regions, σ can be captured by simpler zero-parameter approximations (after appropriate rescaling). The predictions of σ in each distinguished limit are compared to a numerical prediction of the growth rate in figure 6 , showing good agreement for large β. Each case captures a distinct physical interaction leading (in cases Ib, II and III) to instability.
In regions Ia and Ib, where perturbations are long compared to the penetration depth of the base state, the eigenmodes have the boundary-layer structure illustrated in figure 5(a, c) . In both cases, horizontal flow redistributes solute within the base-state boundary layer (see (B 1, B 6)); in region Ia, the concentration perturbations then diffuse vertically to drive a recirculating flow at depth (see (B 2)); in region Ib, the concentra- (B 14) respectively. The table shows the approximation of σ , the length scales of the concentration and stream function profiles, and the magnitude of ψ 1 , given that max C 1 = 1. Figure 6 . Growth rates obtained from (2.22) (solid) compared with the asymptotic approximations for β 1 shown in table 1 for β = 10 4 ; the constant c = 1.1 is used to offset the growth-rate so that regions Ia and Ib (with σ < 0) may be plotted on a log scale. tion perturbations drive the flow within the base-state boundary layer (see (B 6)), while the flow recirculates passively at depth (via B 8). The neutral eigenmode illustrated in figure 5(a) is well captured by the region-Ib approximation (B 9). The corresponding criticality condition (B 7) provides the long-wave asymptote shown in figure 4(b) . The condition for the recirculation depth of the neutrally stable long-wave mode to be less than the depth of the domain is Ra Da, consistent with the underlying assumption of large β. For a domain of fixed width L, with constant Da, a mode of given number n ultimately becomes neutrally stable as Ra increases due to shrinkage of the underlying boundary layer relative to the fixed box width, the threshold being at
which provides the upper asymptote of each curve n = constant in figure 3 . In Region II, with k = O(1), which represents rapidly growing modes, the stream function and concentration vary over the same vertical lengthscale, with the flow redistributing solute and solute gradients reinforcing the flow (see (B 13)). Diffusion and reaction of the solute perturbation do not arise at leading order, so that the eigenvalue problem reduces to second order (B 14) and the predicted asymptotic growth rate βσ II (k ) increases monotonically with k . However, once k = O(β 1/2 ) (Region III), solute diffusion (both horizontal and vertical) becomes important (see (B 17)). We can recover the short-wave neutral mode asymptotically using a WKB method, as illustrated in figure 5(b). The eigenmode forms shallow and slender recirculation cells (figure 5(d)) with depth-to-width aspect ratio scaling like β 1/6 . The prediction (B 29) for the wavenumber of the short-wave neutral mode, which can be written
where −η 0 ≈ −2.338 is the largest zero of Ai(η), is shown in Figure 4 (b). Equation (3.6) also captures the onset condition for convection in a narrow domain at high Ra, given by nπ
which is illustrated in figure 3 for n = 1. Region III also contains the most rapidly growing modes, for which (from (B 28)) k = (η 0 β/3) 3/8 , with eigenmodes resembling those in figure 5(b, d) . From this we can estimate that, for RaDa 1, the number of recirculation cells n f initially arising in a large domain is approximately Returning to figure 2, we see very different behaviour at high Ra when Da 1. This can be captured by taking the limit while holding γ = O(1) (see (2.9)). Solving the eigenvalue problem (2.23, 2.20) forσ(k, γ), we find that increasing γ destabilizes the linear system (figure 7a). Instability arises for γ > γ c ≈ 7.733, with onset wavenumber k c ≈ 1.22. Thus the envelope of neutral curves and critical wavenumbers asymptote respectively to
as Da → 0, as illustrated in figure 2(a,b) . Ra Da −1 , we see from figure 7(b) how the short-and long-wave neutral modes have k ∝ γ −1/2 = (RaDa 1/2 ) −1 and k ∝ γ 1/2 = (RaDa 1/2 ) respectively, implying that curves σ = 0 for constant k all have slope − 1 2 in the (log Da, log Ra)-plane (figure 2a). The long-wave neutral mode occupies the full depth of the domain ( figure 8a, c) , whereas the short-wave mode is confined to a boundary layer near the upper surface (figure 8a) with rolls resembling figure 5(d ). An analysis of (2.23) for γ 1, outlined in Appendix C, reveals thatσ(k, γ) has three distinct asymptotic limits, labelled I-III in table 2, with regions I and III capturing the neutral modes. The mathematical structure of regions II Table 2 . Summary of the asymptotic approximation of (2.23,2.20) for neutral modes with γ 1 whereσI ≈ 0.422 and η0 ≈ 2.338. σI and σII are solutions to the eigenvalue problems defined in (C 1) and (C 5) respectively. The table shows the approximation ofσ, the length scales of the concentration and stream function profiles, and the magnitude of ψ1 relative to C1.
and III corresponds closely to that identified in the deep-layer case, with diffusion terms being subdominant in region II (see (C 5)) but both horizontal and vertical diffusion appearing in region III (see (C 7)); however the boundary-layer behaviour seen at smaller wavenumbers (regions Ia and Ib in table 1) is replaced by a single-layer structure in which vertical diffusion of solute and streamfunction appear at leading order (C 1). The lower boundary has an influence only in regions I and II; the modes in region III are identical (up to rescaling) with those in the deep-layer case. Figure 9 shows the Sherwood number (2.12) for steady solutions of (2.3, 2.4) for 40 Ra 95, arising in a box of width L = π for Da = 0.1. At the anticipated bifurcation points , corresponding to the values of Ra for which linear eigenmodes are neutrally stable (see figure 3 for L/π = 1), mode-2,3,4,. . . solutions bifurcate supercritically from the base state. Here the mode number corresponds to the number of rolls in the streamfunction. For every mode, there exist two potential solutions, each with the same Sh, for which flow is upward (downward) adjacent to the right-hand wall of the box. Figure 9 reveals additional mixed-mode steady solutions arising via secondary bifurcations, and turning points in the primary solution branches. For example, the mode-2 branch does not extend beyond Ra ≈ 67. Secondary bifurcations of the mode-5,6,7,. . . branches are not shown in figure 9 . Equation (2.14) shows that, for steady states, LSh/Ra is a positive-definite functional of C and ∇C; it is straightforward to show that solutions bifurcating from the no-flow state must increase Sh. Recirculation enhances mixing, although we found no clear relationship between Sh and mode number or Ra, at least over the range of parameters investigated. We note however that for fixed Ra, Sh is not monotonic in mode number; thus for Ra = 95, say, mode 4 provides the most effective mixing. The figure highlights the complexity of the system even at moderate Ra. We now examine in more detail the stability and structure of the primary and mixed states. To explore the bifurcation structure of the system, we project the solution branches onto the underlying eigenmodes using (2.25). Figure 10 shows the projections of the steady solutions illustrated in figure 9, with thick curves denoting stable states. Of the two primary mode-2 solutions, that for which fingers descend adjacent to the walls of the domain is stable as far as the turning point at Ra ≈ 67, whereas the solution with a finger descending in the middle of the domain loses stability to a mixed mode at Ra ≈ 52.5. This is because the no-flux boundary conditions suppress some classes of disturbances to the wall-bound fingers. A mixed mode (illustrated by example A−) arises subcritically and coexists with an unstable solution of opposite parity (A+); the latter has a turning point, regaining stability at Ra ≈ 46.6 before turning into a pure mode-3 state. This mode-3 branch in turn loses stability at Ra ≈ 67.4 to a mixed state that has a mode-4 component, which in turn loses stability at a turning point. Again there are strong differences between states with fingers attached to the walls of the domain (C (2) > 0, C (4) > 0; example C), those with fingers not adjacent to boundaries (example B) and those with mixed properties (C (2) < 0, C (4) > 0, example D). A pure mode-4 state is stable for 62.4 < Ra < 90, which in turn loses stability to a new mixed state as Ra increases beyond 90 (example E). This coexists with a number of other mixed states, including example F. For large Ra we were able to identify some isolated solution branches (example D).
Results: nonlinear steady solutions
The projections used in figure 10 show a notable difference from the bifurcation structure of the Rayleigh-Bénard problem (Riley & Winters 1990) , for which secondary solution branches extend to large values of Ra and all solutions are symmetric about z = 0, so that modes with C (i) < 0 are equivalent to those with C (i) > 0 for all integers i. Replacing a fixed-concentration boundary condition with the no-flux condition (2.4a) at z = −1 breaks this vertical symmetry. While odd modes remain symmetric (in that solutions with C (3) < 0, for example, resemble those with C (3) > 0 after reflection about x = L/2), even modes are not (so that solutions with C (2) > 0 or C (4) > 0 have descending fingers attached to no-flux boundaries, unlike the cases C (2) < 0 or C (4) < 0).
Furthermore, consistent with the folding back of neutral curves in figures 2 and 3 at large Ra, inclusion of the reaction term truncates solution branches bifurcating from the base state as Ra increases; for L = π we also find that the reaction term prevents the existence of the mode-1 state that would be present in the Rayleigh-Bénard problem. Much of this bifurcation structure can be understood by considering how secondary branches emerge from mode interactions as the domain length changes. For example, when Da = 0.1 the mode-1 and mode-2 solutions bifurcate simultaneously from the noflow state when L ≈ 0.59π ( figure 3) . Taking values of L near this critical value reveals how the bifurcation diagram evolves as L changes (figure 11). For L = 0.55π (figure 11a), the mode-1 state exists only as a pair of mixed modes: one which connects with the pure mode-2 state (see point II) having fingers attached to the walls of the domain, and which is predominantly stable; and the other which connects to the mode-2 state (between points I and III) with a finger in the centre of the domain, which is unstable (example A). As L increases through 0. 59π (figures 11b, c) , the former mixed mode shrinks (example B) and the latter grows, until ultimately the pure mode-2 state with the finger descending in the middle of the domain provides the primary stable solution branch from the no-flow state (figure 11d). Neutral stability curves of the mode-1 and mode-2 states (figure 11e) confirm the critical L ≈ 0.59π at which the two steady solutions bifurcate simultaneously. Bifurcation points of the mode-2 steady states and limit points of the mode-1 steady state show how the domains of parameter space in which stable mode-1 and stable mode-2 solutions overlap (figure 11e). These results can be interpreted as an unfolding of one of the canonical normal forms describing 1:2 mode interactions, as classified by Armbruster & Dangelmayr (1986 , 1987 .
Increasing L further notably alters the bifurcation structure of the system with the introduction of secondary bifurcations not present at smaller L. To illustrate, the bifurcation digram for L = 1.1π (figure 12) shows the coexistence for a narrow range of Ra of four locally stable solutions: mode-2 with the fingers attached to the domain walls; mode-3; and two mode-4 solutions. Of the latter, the mode with fingers attached to the domain walls is stable over a greater range of Ra. Despite a modest change in parameter values, the pattern of secondary states differs substantially from figure 10. Examples A-F illustrate the diversity of steady states that arise in this case. These and other bifurcation diagrams that we obtained for nearby parameter values suggest that steady solutions with fingers growing down the walls tend to be stable over a greater range of Ra than solutions having fingers growing down the centre of the domain.
Results: time-dependent solutions
The existence of multiple steady states at higher Ra, many of which are unstable, suggests complex time-dependent behaviour. This is confirmed by simulations running from different initial conditions. For example, with Da = 0.1, L = π (see figure 10) , the stable steady states at lower Ra are attractors from a range of different initial conditions. However for larger Ra, persistent time-dependent behaviour emerges. Figure 13 shows solutions computed for Ra = 84.15, 87 and 92. After an initial transient, periodic oscillations arise in each case, increasing in amplitude and period as Ra falls. For Ra = 92, the system cycles between states in which two widely spaced fingers cling to the wall of each domain; the left-right reflection symmetry is broken with opposite parity in each half-phase of the oscillation. The orbit cycles close to the steady states A and B, each of which has one pair of complex conjugate unstable eigenvalues (σ ≈ 0.03 ± 0.07i for Ra = 87). For Ra = 87, there are periods during each cycle when one or other of the lateral fingers detaches from the -d) show projections of steady solutions onto mode-1 and 2 eigenvectors computed for Ra = 50. In (e), neutral stability curves for these parameter values are labelled by n; bifurcations from mode 2 branches are solid curves (including labels I, II and III corresponding to points in (a)); limit points of mode 1 branches are dashed curves (one bearing an asterisk corresponding to the point shown in (a), the other a cross corresponding to that in (c)). Squares in (a,c) indicate examples A and B shown in the insets. wall. This is more exaggerated when Ra = 84.15, when the cycle spends long periods close to a nearby unstable steady mode-3 solution (labelled C,D in figure 13 ). These steady states have one real unstable eigenvalue (σ ≈ 0.01 for Ra = 87) corresponding to a symmetry-breaking eigenmode. The rapid increase in period, and the evident close approach to saddle-points in phase space, provide strong evidence of a nearby heteroclinic bifurcation. In these examples, all solutions began as small perturbations from the steady solution C. The phase portrait in figure 13(c) shows how the steady states A, B,C, D organise the structure of the periodic orbits.
More disordered behaviour arises at higher Ra, as an increasing number of modes lose stability in a domain of a given size. Figure 14 shows LSh/Ra for two time-dependent solutions for Ra = 200, Da = 0.1, and L = π, starting from two different initial conditions. The no-flow steady state has LSh/Ra ≈ 0.070. For t < 100, the solution arising from a perturbed steady-state immediately produces fluctuating Sh whereas the solution involving growth of a boundary layer from the upper surface has a long initial transient as the boundary layer diffuses into the box. However, for t > 100, both solutions are disordered and apparently unpredictable. Insets A-H illustrate how the penetration depth of fingers of the steady states decreases as the number of fingers increases (a feature reflected by the lengthscales reported in table 1; the longer-wave modes drive recirculation that fills the full domain). Modes 6 and 7 have the largest Sh/Ra, lower modes having fewer fingers and higher modes a penetration depth less than that of the base state. Consequently the values of Sh/Ra for the time-dependent solutions are approximately bounded by those of steady modes 3 and 7 in this instance, with the system spending long intervals close to the mode 4 steady state. We anticipate that steady-state solutions -even if they are unstable -are likely to provide useful and practical estimates of dissolution rates over long time periods.
Finally, to illustrate the effect of finite domain depth and of a reduction in Da, figure 15 shows a simulation of the reduced model (2.10, 2.11) arising in the limit RaDa 1 Ra. As in figure 14 , the flow is characterised by isolated plumes descending from a thin boundary layer near the upper surface, with plumes at lateral walls again being stabilised by the no-flux conditions. In this example, the plumes penetrate to the base of the layer. Peaks in mass transfer are associated with eruptions of new plumes from the boundary layer, as illustrated in example C in figure 15.
Discussion
We have examined the effect of a first-order chemical reaction on the linear and nonlinear features of buoyancy-induced solutal convection in a porous medium. In comparison to classical thermal convection, the problem that we formulated with chemical reaction and mixed boundary conditions lacks the up-down reflection symmetry of the classical problem; in particular, chemical reaction prevents solute introduced at the upper boundary from penetrating deep into the domain. Thus at high Rayleigh and Damköhler numbers, solute is confined to a thin boundary layer near the top of the domain, so that short-wave modes become unstable and convective motions are not sensitive to the domain depth. However longer-wave modes can drive recirculation that is substantially deeper than the boundary layer at small amplitudes ( figure 5(a) ), and which can develop slender vertical fingers at large amplitudes ( figure 14) .
The dissolution of CO2 in an aquifer involves multiple coupled chemical reactions occurring over widely disparate timescales, including reactions with the host rock that can lead to changes in its physical structure. As dissolution and acidification proceed, the dominant reactions change character, exhibiting a variety of linear and nonlinear interactions at different times (Mitchell et al. 2010) ; correspondingly, the effective Damköhler numbers for the reactions can be expected to fall from high values in early stages when rapid reactions dominate, to low values when slower reactions persist. Instead of addressing the full complexity of this problem, we have addressed only a first-order reaction of a single species in the presence of an abundant substrate. However we have described behaviour across the full range of Damköhler number, which gives a crude indication of possible behaviour across different timescales in geophysical applications. For example, we identified Ra c ≈ 30.7 as the minimum value below which convection will not take place for any Da, and showed that Ra ≈ β 2 c Da (Da 1) and Ra ≈ (γ c /Da) 1/2 (Da 1) provide limiting thresholds for fast and slow reactions respectively. At sufficiently low Da, the solute penetrates to the base of the domain and solute gradients diminish (see the inset to figure 2(b) ), to the extent that the reaction effectively becomes zeroth order (see (2.10b)). It is notable that for both small and large Da, fully developed convection is characterised by vertical plumes emerging from, and sustained by, a thin dynamic boundary layer at the upper surface (see figures 14, 15).
We have chosen to focus on a specific class of chemical reaction and therefore the predictions of our study are necessarily of limited validity. For example, previous studies (Ennis-King & Paterson 2007; Ghesmat et al. 2009 ) have addressed a two-species model in which the reaction rate α in (2.1b) is replaced byᾱw * , where C * represents dissolved CO 2 and w * is the concentration of a second species (a mineral fixed in the host rock) that is depleted through its reaction with C * at rate −ᾱw * ϕC * . Suppose that w * is of initially uniform concentration w * . Then on nondimensionalisation the reaction term in (2.3b) becomes −Da wC where Da = Da w * /C * and Da =ᾱφµH/(∆Kg), while the Figure 15 . Unsteady evolution ofSh for γ = 10 3 , L = π. A-E show snapshots of the concentration field at different times.
evolution of w follows w t = − Da wC. Thus, setting w = 1 +ŵ, a necessary condition for perturbations in w to be neglected (and for the present model to be valid, with Da replaced by Da) is Da 1, requiring the reaction time between mineral and solute to be much greater than the convective timescale. However because the ratio w * /C * can be large when the solute is dilute relative to the substrate in the host rock, this model still accommodates a wide range of Da; nevertheless over very long timescales the capacity of the host rock to react with the solute will be diminished and the effective Damköhler number Da will fall. A similar argument could apply to a chemical reaction in a Hele-Shaw cell. In addition to identifying regimes of linear instability of the spanwise uniform steady state numerically (figures 2 and 3), we used asymptotic approximations to characterise the onset of disturbances across different parts of parameter space. At large Ra and Da (table 1, figure 6), the short-wave neutral mode, for which the concentration and streamfunction perturbations are confined to a narrow boundary layer ( figure 5(b) ), provides a new analytic threshold for the onset of convection in a narrow domain at large Ra (see (3.7) and figure 3). Determination of the asymptotic structure of linear eigenmodes reveals dominant lengthscales that may persist at finite amplitudes (Tables 1 and 2) . A similar asymptotic approach could be used to investigate disturbances to a time-evolving base state, or of the boundary layer arising when convection is fully developed, but we have not pursued this here.
At finite amplitudes, the bifurcation diagrams obtained for constant Da and L and varying Ra reveal a complex web of steady solution branches. As Ra increases, the noflow state loses stability to a primary mode which then loses stability to a variety of mixed states, which in turn lead to disordered time-varying solutions ( figure 14) . The broken vertical symmetry influences the stability properties of primary solution branches, promoting (on average) the stability of fingers falling adjacent to no-flux lateral boundaries relative to those in the interior of the domain (figures 10, 11, 12). We paid particular attention to domain lengths close to critical values at which there is a switch in the primary mode bifurcating from the base state, as such points provide organising centres in parameter space from which curves of bifurcations emerge. For example, the interaction between modes 1 and 2 is illustrated in detail in figure 11 , and that between modes 2 and 3 in figure 12 . While many of the steady solution branches emerging from such points are unstable, they are nevertheless useful as they in turn appear to organise the high-dimensional phase space inhabited by time-dependent solutions.
For the parameter values that we investigated, we did not find clear evidence of Hopf bifurcations. Nevertheless we did observe periodic limit cycles, which show evidence of appearing through a heteroclinic bifurcation (figure 13). For larger Ra, solutions become more disordered ( figure 14 ), yet the steady states provide practical bounds for the fluctuating Sherwood number. In particular, our numerical evidence suggests that the timedependent solutions rarely exceed the largest Sh of any individual steady mode, and are bounded below by the lowest-order unstable steady state. Further studies are required to characterise the statistical and scaling properties of Sh at higher Ra, particularly at values more characteristic of CO 2 sequestration. Inclusion of additional chemical reactions, taking place over a range of time scales, can be expected to add further complexity to this system. For k III 1, the approximation (B 28a) reduces to σ ≈ β(1 −σ III1 k −2/3 ). This inner limit of the region III solution matches the outer limit of the region III solution for σ III1 = −η 0 , consistent with our numerical solution. Thus the estimate of the cut-off wavenumber for short-wave neutral modes is k = β 1/2 k IIIc , k IIIc = 1 − η 0 (4β) 1/3 + . . . .
(B 29)
The first-order asymptotic approximation to the concentration and stream function profiles are constructed via ) and are plotted in figure 5 (b).
with boundary conditions (2.20). The solution of this eigenvalue problem σ I (k I ) is shown in figure 8(b) ; the growth rate rises monotonically from −π 2 /16 as k increases. The critical wavenumber satisfying σ I (k Ic ) = 0 is k Ic =1.53, providing the asymptote
shown in figure 7(b) . The neutrally stable long-wave eigenmode is illustrated in figure 8(a) . For large k I , the solute diffusion term in (C 1) becomes subdominant, σ I ≈σ I k
